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Lead2pass 400-151 braindumps including the exam questions and the answer, completed by our senior IT lecturers and the Cisco
product experts, include the current newest 400-151 exam questions. Following questions and answers are all new published by
Cisco Official Exam Center: https://www.lead2pass.com/400-151.html QUESTION 181 Which three statements about the vTracker
feature after it is enabled on the Cisco Nexus 1000v switch are true? (Choose three) A. The vTracker feature provides information
about the virtual machines that are managed by all Cisco Nexus Switches. B. The vTracker feature uses the Link Layer Discovery
Protocol. C. All vTracker views are valid for a given time only. D. The vTracker feature provides information about the virtual
network ebvironment. E. The VSM and vCenter must be on same subnet. F. The VSM must be connected with the vCenter to
collect information.Answer: CDF Explanation:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/nexus1000/sw/4_2_1_s_v_2_1_1/system_management/configuration/guid
e/b_Cisco_Nexus_1000V_System_Management_Configuration_Guide_2_1_1/b_Cisco_Nexus_1000V_System_Management_Confi
guration_Guide_2_1_1_chapter_010000.html QUESTION 182 Refer to the exhibit. Based on this portion of an MDS iSCSI
configuration, which two statements are true? (Choose two) A. The fc-lun 0x0000 mapping to iscsi-lun 0x0000 is not permitted.
B. The iSCSI initiator that connects to target name iqn.1987-02.com.cisco.t3 will see two LUNs numbered as 2 and 4. C. The
iSCSI initiator and the iSCSI target iqn.1987-02.com.cisco.t3 must be in the same zone before LUNs are available to the host. D.
The iSCSI initiator at name iqn.1987-02.com.cisco.t2 has access to only one LUN. E. The iSCSI initiator that connects to target
name iqn.1987-02.com.cisco.t3 will see two LUNs as numbers 0 and 1. Answer: CE Explanation: QUESTION 183 Refer to the
exhibit, which two statements about spanning tree are true? (Choose two) A. BPDUs from a vPC are processed on this switch B.
BPDUs are processed and generated by both peer switches. C. This switch cannot generate BPDUs for a vPC. D. BPDUs are
sent to the peer switch for processing. E. BPDUs received on this switch are dropped because of Type 2 inconsistency issues. F.
This switch generates BPDUs for vPC. Answer: CD QUESTION 184 In a high availability environment with two Fabric
Interconnects, you can run a separate of Cisco UCS manager on each Fabric Interconnect. The Cisco UCS Manager on the primary
Fabric Interconnect acts the primary management instance, and the Cisco UCS Manager on the other Fabric Interconnect is the
subordinate management instance. Which of the following statements is true in regards to Fabric Interconnect management instance?
A. The two instances of Cisco UCS Manager across a private network MGMT0 and MGMT1 Ethernet ports on the Fabric
Interconnects. B. The two instances of Cisco UCS Manager across a private network L1 and L2 Ethernet ports on the Fabric
Interconnects. C. The two instances of Cisco UCS Manager across a management network MGMT0 and MGMT1 Ethernet ports
on the Fabric Interconnects. D. The two instances of Cisco UCS Manager across a management network L1 and L2 Ethernet ports
on the Fabric Interconnects. Answer: B QUESTION 185 Refer to the exhibit. Which command would produce this output? A.
show stats probe type B. show stats HTTP C. show stats load balance D. show parameter map Answer: C QUESTION 186
Which command sends a test call Home Invertor message to start the registration process A. test callhome inventory B. callhome
inventory test C. test inventory callhome D. callhome test inventory Answer: D QUESTION 187 Drag and Drop Question Drag
and drop sequence of the steps on left for ISSU software of dual supervisor switches to achieve a non-disruptive upgrade on the
right. Answer: QUESTION 188 Which two statements about basic zoning are true? (Choose two) A. If a zone is part of
multiple zone setsyou create one instance of this zone for both zone sets. B. To retrieve the results of the activation on a per switch
basis. The managing switch provides a combined status about the activation and identifies the failure switch. C. Administrators can
make simultaneous configuration changes. Upon activation.one administrator can overwrite another administrator's changes. D.
The default zone policy is defined per switch. To ensure smooth fabric operation, all switches in the fabric must have the same
default zone setting E. To distribute the zoning database, you must reactivate the same zone set. The reactivation may affect
hardware changes for hard zoning only on the local switch, remote switch, remote switches are not affected. Answer: CD
QUESTION 189 Which statement about soft pinning is incorrect? A. If no uplink Ethernet port channel is configured with all
VLANs on the vNIC. Cisco UCS Manager drops the traffic for all of the VLANs on the vNIC. B. When the VLAN validation
fails, a VLAN mismatch fault with a severity of warning appears. C. It is the default behavior Cisco UCS. D. Cisco UCS
Manager pins the vNIC to an uplink Ethernet port or port channel according to VLAN membership criteria. Answer: B Explanation:
QUESTION 190 Which two products provide the ability to create eight VDCs? (Choose two) A. Cisco Nexus 7000 Supervisor 2
Module B. Cisco Nexus 7000 Supervisor 1 Module C. Cisco Nexus 7700 Supervisor 1 Module D. Cisco Nexus 7700
Supervisor 2E Module E. Cisco Nexus 7000 Supervisor 2E Module Answer: DE QUESTION 191 Refer to the exhibit, which two
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statements about the HSRPV6 implementation for company ABC are true? (Choose two) A. HSRP version #1 or #2 is supported.
B. The UDP port is port 2029. C. The virtual MAC address range is 0005.73A0.0FFF. D. The hop limit is set to 127. E. The
multicast link-local IP destination address is FF08::66. Answer: BC QUESTION 192 Which mode must the Cisco MDS VSAN be
configured for so that it interoperates correctly with a Brocade Fibre Channel switch that is configured for interop mode? A.
interop mode 2 B. interop mode 4 C. interop mode 3 D. native mode E. interop mode 1 Answer: E QUESTION 193 Refer to
the exhibit. ABC company has successfully implemented the smart call home. Which three configuration components for CallHome
are mandatory? (Choose three) A. periodic inventory interval B. alert group to collect output C. destination profile D. email
server and from email address E. contact information F. system contact Answer: DEF QUESTION 194 On Cisco Nexus 1000v
Switch, you can allow the VSM and VEM to communicate over IP for control and packet traffic. Before you create a port profile for
Layer 3 control, which two statements must be verified? (Choose two) A. Only one port profile can be configured with the
capability Layer 3 control command. B. All VEMs belong to the same Layer 2 domain. C. The transport mode for the VSM
domain should be configured as Layer 3. D. The port profile must be a trunk port profile. E. Different hosts should belong to the
same VLANs for Layer 3 control. Answer: AC QUESTION 195 Refer to the exhibit. Which two reasons explain why vPC
peer-switch is not working? (Choose two) A. vPC peers are not the root of spanning tree topology. B. The peer keep alive link
is down. C. Cisco Discovery Protocol is not configured. D. The feature is not enabled on the vPC peer. E. Loop Guard is
disabled. Answer: BD QUESTION 196 Which statement about NPV on the Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches is true? A. By
default, Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches operate in NPV mode. In this mode, the switch provides standard Fibre Channel
switching. B. In NPV mode, each switch that joins a SAN is assigned a domain ID. Each SAN (or VSAN) supports a maximum of
239 domain IDs, so the SAN has a limit of 239 switches. C. In NPV mode, the edge switch relays all traffic from server-side sports
to the core switch. The core switch provides TE Port functionality to the downstream NPV switch. D. In NPV mode, the edge
switch appears as a Fibre Channel host to the core switch and as a regular Fibre Channel switch to its connected devices. Answer: D
QUESTION 197 Drag and Drop Question Drag and drop the vPC feature on the left onto the correct description on the right.
Answer: QUESTION 198 Which description of how to enable DIMM blacklisting is true? A. Enable blacklisting in the servers >
policy subtab B. Enable blacklisting in the servers inventory > memory subtab C. Configure a memory policy under the services
tab D. Configure a memory policy in the equipment > policy subtab Answer: A QUESTION 199 Refer to the exhibit. An admin
wants to bring online a new leaf node into their ACI fabric. Before registering the lead node, the admin checks the current status and
sees this output. Which option is the reason for the admin to see this output? A. The DHCP server running on the APIC has failed
and this the leaf node has not been able to obtain an IP address B. The lead node is yet to be physically connected to the fabric C.
This output is expected until the admin registers the leaf node and assigns it a role D. This output is expected until the admin
registers the lead node with an ID and name E. This wrong catalog firmware is running on the APIC Answer: E QUESTION 200
Which two connectivity modes does Cisco RISE support? (Choose 2) A. Directly connected. No virtual port channel is supported.
B. Indirectly connected. Only Layer 3 adjacent. C. Indirectly connected. Only Layer 2 adjacent D. Indirectly connected. Layer
2 and Layer 3 adjacent. E. Directly connected. Virtual port channel is supported. Answer: CE If you use Lead2pass braindump as
your 400-151 exam prepare material, we guarantee your success in the first attempt. Lead2pass 400-151 dump provides you
everything you will need to take your 400-151 Exam. 400-151 new questions on Google Drive:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDQ0lSRmpvekFXeWs 2017 Cisco 400-151 exam dumps (All 372 Q&As) from
Lead2pass: https://www.lead2pass.com/400-151.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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